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Reduction to
Michigan's film
incentives could
bring back Promise

Park-and-Ride lot faces
overcrowding, towing
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor
As students rush to school after
hitting the snooze button a few times,
finishing any last-minute homework
and grabbing that cup of coffee on
the way out the door, the last thing
they want to deal with is fighting for
a parking place before hopping on
the Route 50 bus to campus.
Through a partnership with
The Rapid, Grand Valley State
University and a couple businesses
along Lake Michigan Drive, GVSU
students have the option of parking
in certain lots near their Walker or
Standale apartments and then taking

the bus for the rest of their commute
to campus.
One such free Park-and-Ride lot
is located at the Walker Fire Station.
However, several students have
reported the lot is especially full this
semester, making use of the lot more
of a hindrance than a help.
Sgt. Rob Shoemaker of the
Walker Police said he has had
trouble with students parking in the
street, the grass and across parking
aisles in the lot, creating damage to
the surrounding area and an unsafe
parking situation for everyone.
A couple weeks ago, the Police
Department posted reminders to

By Mark Couturier
GVL Staff Writer
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
On Oct. 28, Walker police began towing students' cars from the Park-and-Ride
lot located behind the Walker Fire Station. Overcrowding is an ongoing issue.

students about what constituted
illegal parking.
Shoemaker said they were lenient
in enforcing the rules at first to
give students time to adjust, but he
has still issued between 40 and 50
parking tickets in that lot during the
last month.
“Parking is always a problem no
matter where you go and especially
with a larger university," Shoemaker

said.
Early inOctober.studentsreceived
stickers on their w indshields warning
them their Vehicle Identification
Numbers had been noted and the
next time they were found parked
illegally their cars would be towed.
On Oct. 28, Walker police stood
by their warning and began towing
students’ cars.

See

Park-and-Ride, A2

New law safeguards LGBT rights
Citizens of Kalamazoo vote to extend anti-discrimination protection to LGBT community
to public accommodations.
The City Commission adopted the law.
GVL Staff Writer
Ordinance 1850,unanimouslyonDec. 1,2(X)8.A
Kalamazoo
voted
to
extend
anti- month later, a local citizens’ group successfully
discrimination protection to gay, lesbian, petitioned the bill, giving commissioners the
bisexual and transgender individuals on Nov. choice between repealing the ordinance and
3, with 62 percent of voters in favor of the putting it to a vote.
ordinance.
Ordinance 1850 was repealed
“I applaud
“It’s really exciting to see
on Jan. 12, and the commission
another city in Michigan,
created a subcommittee to
the people of
especially West Michigan, adopt
revise the bill.
Kalamazoo for
a law like this,” said student
Commissioners Stephanie
Allison Layton, a member of
embracing equality
Moore, Donald Cooney and
Grand Valley State University’s
David Anderson held four
for all.”
Gay-Straight Alliance Out ‘N’
meetings and one public forum
JOE SOLMONESE
About. “It’s not much, but it’s
between February and June,
HUMAN RIGHTS
a little bit of hope. In a lot of
where they received public
CAMPAIGN PRESIDENT
cases, laws like these can be the
input on the bill.
first step to acceptance.”
The public forum, held in
The new law. Ordinance 1856, makes it March, attracted supporters as well as members
illegal to discriminate in housing, employment of the opposition, including Mary Balkema, a
or access to public accommodations on the representative of the group Kalamazoo Citizens
basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. Voting No to Special Rights Discrimination.
Kalamazoo is the 16th city in Michigan to
pass gay-rights legislation, joining cities such
as Grand Rapids, Lansing, Detroit and Ann
Arbor.
“I applaud the people of Kalamazoo for
embracing equality for all,” said Human Rights
Campaign President Joe Solmonese. “Sexual
orientation and gender identity have no place
in employment decisions, access to housing or
public accommodations. Each of us is entitled
to security in our daily lives regardless of who
we love or who we are.”
The battle for equality began two years ago,
when local gay-rights organization Kalamazoo
Alliance for Equality proposed changes to an
existing anti-discrimination ordinance, which
covered all groups protected by state and
federal legislation.
The proposed law added protection on the
basis of sexual orientation and gender identity
and also expanded the entire ordinance to give
protection in housing, employment and access

By Sam Butcher

Balkema
suggested
the
ordinance
discriminated against those who opposed the
gay-rights amendment.
“Other leaders of various activist groups

See
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Sixty-two percent of Kalamazoo voters pledged their support for anti-discrimination protection for LGBT.

The Michigan Senate is
considering two bills aimed at
capping the amount of money
film
production
companies
working in the state can receive
in tax rebates.
Underthecurrent film incentive
program, these companies get
back 40 percent of the money
they spend in Michigan as long
as their expenditures total at least
$50,000. Production companies
that work in one of the designated
“core cities”
in Michigan,
including
Grand Rapids,
can receive up
to 42 percent
in tax rebates.
However, if a
company uses
a film crew
from a state
other
than
Michigan,
it can only
receive up to
30 percent in
tax rebates.
Bob
DeVries,
chief of staff
for Rep. Arlan
M e e k h o f , Hert
R-West Olive,
said lawmakers from both
political partiesare attracted by
the idea of taking the money for
the film companies and spending
it on other priorities.
“Lastyearthestategovemment
gave out almost $150 million
to the film companies working
in Michigan,” DeVries said.
“We could use that money for
other things like education. For
instance, we could bring back the
Michigan Promise Scholarship,
which cost $80 million.”
Sen. Nancy Cassis, R-Novi,
said the bills, which were
introduced in March, are still in
the Senate’s Finance Committee
and awaiting a hearing.
If the bills are passed, film
companies in Michigan will not
receive more than $50 million
in tax credits in a given year.
The bills also reduce the film
production credit to 35 percent
and require companies to make
sure at least 90 percent of
their employees are Michigan
residents.
However, credit for the
production of commercials in the
state would be expanded and the
film infrastructure credit would
be raised to 30 percent, up from
the current rate of 25 percent.

See

Japanese Cultural Association works to
bring good fortune to first festival
Grand Valley Japanese program. We
want to get students interested.”
GVL Staff Writer
The group, which has 15 regular
Origami, food and fortunes lured members, includes a mix of students
students into the Kirkhof Center with Japanese heritage, Japanese
Friday afternoon, where the Japanese language classes and a general
Cultural Association’s first Japanese interest in Japanese culture.
Festival attempted to educate and
The club holds
entertain students.
bi-weekly showings
‘It's our first event,
Booths set up
of Japanese films
around the room gave
and will hopefully
and
has
weekly
information
about
discussions
about
spread the
various aspects of
aspects
of
the
Japanese culture.”
Japanese
culture,
Japanese way of
including
food,
life.
KAREN BENAVIDES
games, festivals and
“Japan
is
JAPANESE CULTURAL
origami, while JCA
unique in a lot of
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
members encouraged
ways,” said student
students to learn about
James
Chittisane,
Japanese culture in a
who chose to research traditional
hands-on way.
Japanese festivals for the event. “It’s
“It’s our first event, and will really cool to look at how they’re
hopefully spread the Japanese different from us, in a lot of ways
culture." said Keren Benavides, club you might not expect.”
president. “We’re trying to build the
One difference between Japan

Petition deadline
nears for faculty

By Sam Butcher
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GVL / Carol Dalrymple
GVL / Carol Dalrymple
An origami table was set up to help

Senate, A2

Freshman James Watthanasintham
plays a ball and cup game while

celebrate a popular cultural practice at

freshman Tuan Vu watches during the

the Japanese Festival on Friday.

first Japanese Festival on Friday.

and the U.S. is the emphasis the
Japanese place on luck, he said.
One example of this
at
Chittisane’s table was a wish tree,
where attendees could write their
hopes for the future on colored strips
of paper, or tan/.aku, and hang them
on the branches of the tree, which is
supposed to bring good luck.

Another example of luck was the
fortunes Chittisane gave to guests.
According to Japanese tradition,
those who received good luck took
their fortunes with them, while
those who received bad luck left it
behind.
“The fortunes were probably my

See

Festival, A2

With the petition deadline fast
approaching, faculty pushing for
a referendum to the University
Academic Senate's latest policy
change are working hard to
collect the 292 signatures needed
to take the issue to the president.
For the first time in Grand
Valley State University history,
faculty are exercising their rights
to petition decisions made by
faculty governance. Responding
to an Oct. 16 motion by the
UAS. which stated “only tenured
faculty members are eligible
to vote on faculty personnel
actions
involving
contract
renewals, tenure, promotions
and sabbaticals," several faculty
are working toward achieving a
referendum.
The petitioning group has until
Friday to collect the necessary
signatures and deliver the petition
to the office of F*resident Thomas

See

Petition, A2
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Park-and-Ride
continued from page A1

Katie Alfredson, a GVSU
senior who lives in Standale,
frequently uses the Walker
Park-and-Ride
lot
and
said she has noticed some
problems so far this year.
“Certain times of the
day are worse than others,
especially if you get there
after 8 (a m.) or 9 (am.),”
Alfredson said.
Alfredson said she has

WEST B
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September

1400 kwh

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Kalamazoo

seen cars parked two or
three wide, parked where
there were not supposed to
be parking spots and in the
grass.
“It gets hard to maneuver
around the parking lot,” she
added.
Alfredson said there have
been times when she could
not find a spot in the lot and
had to park farther away at
other businesses that may
not approve of student
parking.
bhe recommended the
university expand the lot
if possible or get other
businesses on board in
offering the free parking
service to GVSU students.
managingeditor@ lanthom com

bathroom use.
Kalamazoo
Citizens
Voting No, led by Charles
confirm that discrimination Ybema, tiled a petition with
is not an issue for the LGBT 2,088 signatures on July 29,
community,” she said. “The but this time the commission
same is not proving true for opted to put the ordinance on
others deeply affected by the November ballot.
the reverse discrimination
Ordinance 1856 received
practiced when ordinances strong
support
from
such as the amendment 1850, local chapters of national
if amendment 1850 were organizations, including the
enacted into law in towns and American Civil Liberties
communities
Union
and
much
like
‘Yesterday, voters the
League
Kalamazoo
of
Women
put on paper
all across the
Voters, as well
what you knew
country.”
as several local
The
to be true all
churches and
subcommittee
organizations.
along ... ”
revised
One
of
Ordinance
JON HOADLEY
those
local
1850, excluding
ONE KALAMAZOO
organizations
churches
and
CAMPAIGN MANAGER _ was
One
parochial
Kalamazoo,
schools
in
their which
contributed
“compromise.”
approximately 200 volunteers
The new ordinance, 1856, on Election Day, compared to
passed unanimously in late 75 volunteers for Kalamazoo
June and was met again with Citizen’s Voting No.
opposition. Opponents of the
In addition, they raised
ordinance wanted it to include $35,000 in campaign funds
exemptions for those with for the ordinance, more than
personal religious beliefs and
10 times the amount of money
parameters for gender-based raised by the opposition.
continued from page A1
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Cassis, who co-sponsored
both bills, said the current film
incentive program has not been a
good investment for Michigan.
“The tax credits have had
low effectiveness with regard
to stimulating the economy and
that’s been substantiated by the
Anderson Economic Group,”
Cassis said. “For every dollar
Michigan expends in the film
industry, they get only 16 cents
back. And according to the
Senate Fiscal Agency, the film
tax incentives will cost the state
$l(X) million next year. Most of
the jobs that have been created
here are only temporary, not
permanent.”
Cassis also said the state’s
revenue problems made the
proposed bills necessary.
“We’re giving money to
the film companies while
cutting support to schools, local
communities and seniors on
Medicaid,” Cassis said. “Small
businesses in Michigan and
residents who pay income and
property taxes are subsidizing
these film producers, and

Petition
continued from page A1

J. Haas.
If all goes as planned, Haas
will approve the petition and

allendaledentis t.com

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Kalamazoo's City Commissioner stands in front of signs promoting
Ordinance 1856. an anti-discrimination law to protect LGBT.

“Yesterday, voters put
on paper what you knew
to be true all along, that
the people in Kalamazoo
should be treated fairly and
equally including our gay
and transgender neighbors,”
said Jon Hoadley, campaign
manager for One Kalamazoo
on the organization’s Web site
on Nov. 4.
Several students at Grand
Valley
State
University
applauded the move.
“Honestly, West Michigan
isn’t a very gay-friendly area.

so small victories like this
are huge,” Layton said, who
called GVSU a “bright spot”
in the region.
She said the current state
of
Michigan’s
economy
makes the ordinance even
more important.
“You have to go where
the jobs are, and if that job
is in an area without an antidiscrimination law, that’s a
problem,” Layton added. “It’s
scary to think you can be fired
for being you.”
shutcher@ lanthorn .com

they Like the money and go
back to Hollywcxxl. But those
who subsidize them have not
seen any tax relief. We just
want to right-size the grant to
these companies and make it
affordable.”
Rick Hert, film commissioner
for the West Michigan Film
Office in Grand Rapids, said the
tax incentives are working and
should not be changed.
“Since the incentives went
into effect in April 2008, we’ve
seen jobs and infrastructure
created in Michigan,” Hert
said. “So far this year, 39 films
have been in production or have
wrapped,and the filmcompanies
have spent $195 million. I think
the tax incentives we have now
should not only remain, but be
expanded to commercial and
music video production.”
Hert also said he would
like to see more films being
produced in the area.
“The majority of the
productions in Michigan have
been located in the southeastern
part of the state,” Hert said.
“We’re trying to bring more
business to West Michigan.”

Grand Val ley State Uni versity
professor Barbara Roos of the
Schixil of Communications also
voiced support for the current
incentive program.
“Many of our students have
interned on film productions
here and are now working
full-time in the feature film
industry,” Roos said. “I would
regret any changes that diminish
the attractiveness of Michigan
as a location for film production.
Also, I have heard from various
sources that uncertainty about the
fate of these bills is potentially
threatening to the attractiveness
and competitiveness of our
state.”
Professor John Schmit of the
School of Communications said
the incentive program has been
beneficial for GVSU students.
“Some of my former
students have gone on to work
for the film companies in
Michigan,” Schmit said. “The
film tax incentives have made
it possible for these students to
work in these pnxluctions here.
They don’t have to relocate to
Los Angeles.”
mcouturier@ lanthorn .com

create a task force responsible
for running the referendum
and what amendments to the
previous UAS motion could be
written.
As of late Friday, John
Bender, an associate chemistry
professor and tenured track
faculty member behind the
petition, said he had 150 actual
signatures in-hand. However, he
added the petitioning group as a
whole had 351 preliminarily
confirmed signatures.
Bender said he expected to
receive more signatures during
the course of the weekend,
but those numbers were not
available as of press time.

Should the group not receive
the necessary 292 signatures
to achieve referendum, they
are considering compromise
solutions as an alternative.
However, Bender said such
solutions will only be discussed
if the current referendum
does not pass. While there is
the possibility the group will
attempt a second referendum,
Bender said as of now the group
anticipates the referendum is
likely to pass. Based on early
estimations. Bender added the
group is looking at potentially
having at least 50 percent of the
faculty supporting passage of
the referendum.

Festival

in Friday night’s Global Gala
as part of Intercultural Week.
“When we were trying to come
up with our first event and
trying to decide when to do it,
Intercultural Week just seemed
like a natural time,” Benavides
added.
The club will have a
ITianksgiving potluck on Nov.
22 and also plans to be a part of
Grand Valley State University’s
Asian Showcase and Asian New
Year events.
The
Japanese
Cultural
Association meets Mondays in
Kirkhof at 6 p.m.
shutcher@lanthorn.com

continued from page A1

favorite part. They're a really
traditional Japanese tradition,
so it was cool to see them
represented,” said student Justin
Skinner.
Origami was also popular
at the event, with a large group
of students gathered around the
table, folding paper cranes and
other shapes.
“I think the origami has
been more popular than the
fixxf, which is kind of crazy,”
Benavides said.
The group also participated
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University's efforts toward inclusion intesify

News in Hrief

By Lauren Fitch
Gov. Granholm to visit
GVSU Thursday

Michigan Gov. Jennifer
Granholm will visit Grand
Valley State University’s
Allendale
Campus
on
Thursday.
Hosted in part by the
Student Senate, Granholm
will
answer
student’s
questions
regarding
the
elimination of the Michigan
Promise Scholarshipand other
competitive scholarships at
4 pm. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center.
University remembers
early administrator

George
Potter,
one
of
GVSU’s
earliest
administrators, passed away
on Oct. 31, in California.
Potter served as vice president
for Academic Affairs and
dean of faculty from 1962-

68.
An on-campus memorial
was held for Potter yesterday
in the Kirkhof Center. Potter
was bom in England and
earned a degree in social
science from Stanford Hall,
Loughborough, his master’s
degree in politics, philosophy
and economics at Oriel
College, Oxford and an
educational doctorate degree
from the Fielding Institute.
After leaving GVSU, Potter
was the founding president
of Ramapo College in New
Jersey until he retired in
1984.
He continued teaching
at Ramapo’s School of
Administration and Business
after his retirement.

GVL Managing Editor
While only 11.3 percent of
Grand Valley State University’s
student body consists of students
of
color,
according
to the 2009
Account
ability
Report, the
department
of Inclusion
and Equity
is one year
into a threeyear plan to make every student
feel equally welcomed into the
GVSU community.
The
Inclusion
Implementation Plan 20082011, headed by the department
of Inclusion and Equity, aims
to go beyond racial equity and
promote equal inclusion of
different genders, ethnicities
and sexual orientations at
GVSU.
The
Student
Senate
recognized the importance of
these efforts at a roundtable
dinner and discussion Thursday
where Vice President for

Inclusion and Equity Jeanne
Arnold outlined tf\e progress
of her plan and sought further
suggestions for improvement.
The
Inclusion
Implementation Plan 20082011 has three main stages. Year
one was a time for each college
to write its own version of the
plan, which Arnold said was
completed right on schedule.
“It’s no small undertaking
for a university of this size,”
Arnold said. “This is a huge
move in the right direction.”
Arnold said the overall goal
of the IIP is to include equity
into the everyday activities and
planning of the university.
“By 2012 it won’t be about
diversity and inclusion being
off in the margins,” Arnold
said. “It will be embedded in
the university.”
The IIP is broken into four
main areas of focus: access
and equity, campus climate,
diversity in curriculum and
organizational learning.
Arnold
encouraged
all
academic departments and
student organizations to come
up with ways to promote
awareness in one or all of these

GVL / Lauren Fitch
Members of Student Senate pledged to help promote diversity at GVSU during their roundtable dinner.

areas.
The Student Senate rose to
Arnold’s challenge as it began
brainstorming ways to get the
general student body involved
in the IIP.
Senators
suggested
increasing students' awareness
of the effort through newsletters,
fliers on campus, offering LIB
1 (X) sessions on the subject
and incorporating it into the
freshman Transitions program.

The Climbing Center will
host live music from local
artists and groups from 7 to
11 p.m. on Thursday for their
“Rock the Rock" event.
Participants may climb
while listening to the music
or lounge on the center’s
couches. Admittance, which
includes climbing equipment
and a day pass, is $3 for
university students, faculty
and staff.
Lanthorn Literary Edition
offers prizes

The GVSU Lanthorn is
seeking submissions for its
Literary Edition, which will
be published November 30.
The five categories arc:
1.
Art/I I lustration
2.
Short Story
3.
Design
4.
Poetry
5.
Photography
The
deadline
for
submissions is today at 5 p.m.
and participants may enter
up to three submissions per
category.
One entry from each
category will win a prize,
so long as there are at least
three separate participants per
category.
Not all submissions will
be published and lanthorn
employees are not eligible to
win. However, a staff section
will be offered
Entries or questions may
be directed to Managing
Editor I auren Fitch at
managingeditor^ lanthorn.
com.

manager at The Rapid, said.
“Public
input is critical to the
GVL Staff Writer
process."
Since 1998, The Rapid
At
Thursday
night’s
bus system has added evening meeting, the floor was opened
and Sunday routes, increased to members of the community
to 126 fleets, 26 fixed routes, to voice ideas and concerns.
increased ridership from 35 Among reoccurring themes
million to 93
of the night
million and
“I would love to
were hours
introduced
of
operation,
see The Rapid
the
DASH,
broader
connect with the
G R C C
service,
and
Grand
GVSU route some
to
linking
Valley State
larger
bus
more.”
University
systems,
buses so many
TYLER NICKERSON
creating an
students rely
GVSU SENIOR
easier system
on today.
of
fare
Eleven
payment,
years later. The Rapid is making The Rapid more
once more racing toward “user friendly” and “thinking
the future and rallying the outside the bus” by creating
community together to create some sort of rail network or
the new Transit Master Plan. streetcar system.
Taiwo Jaiyeoba, director of
On the GVSU forefront,
Planning and Programming students find most of the
Development at The Rapid, trouble to be in sporadic bus
hopes this plan can be the scheduling and shift of route
brainchild of both the Metro with the 37,48 and 50 buses.
Mobile 2030 Task Force
GVSU
senior
Tyler
and the citizens of the Grand Nickerson, who was at the
Rapids Community.
meeting, has a vision of where
“If you look at the plan he would like The Rapid to
that was established in 1998,
goit builds upon a number of
“I would love to see The
recommendations of what Rapid connect with.the GVSU
The Rapid should do, such route some more,” Nickerson
as increase its fleet size, said. “The one stop on Seward
and build a central station, (Avenue) and Lake Michigan
and over the past few years. (Drive) doesn't cut it. I would
The Rapid has done that,” like to see some going to the
Jaiyeoba said. “We want to central station, and really The
build on past successes and Rapid wanting to make the
make sure that we’re always connection from the GVSU
moving forward.”
bus to the rest of the system
First
and
foremost. and help the relations with
The Rapid is working on Grand Valley and Grand
developing the system to Rapids.”
become a newer Bus Rider
For now. The Rapid
Transit system. The BRT officials are digesting the
system
would
combine feedback and devising a new
frequent service, traffic signal Transit Master Plan that will
priority for transit, cleaner and be released to the public and
quieter vehicles, convenient open for discussion once more
fare collection, high-quality in the spring.
passengerfacilities, integration
“We want to build on past
with land use policy, real time successes and make sure
bus arrival and more.
that we’re always moving
“These meetings are an forward,” Jaiyeoba said.
opportunity for the community “We'll see change within one
to shape what the transit to five years, then another five
system will look like over to 10 years and then 10 to 20
the next 20 years,” Jennifer years ”
Kalczuk, External Relations
a:entme\er@ lanthorn i om

By Anya Zentmeyer

Reading Project

Climbing Center hosts
'Rock the Rock'

year.
The final phase for 201011 is to begin evaluation of
the progress so far and step up
programs in areas of continued
weakness.
“It takes all of us to do this
work regardless of race, gender
or orientation,” Arnold said.
“We need to weave it into the
fabric of everything that goes
on.”
mwuif>inf>editor@ Ianthorn rom

Rapid bus system
seeks input from GV
students, community

Book club kits available for

Book club kits are now
being distributed for the fifth
annual Community Reading
Project at GVSU.
The office of Integrative
Learning will distribute a
limited number of books and
make a large collection of
copies available at local and
university libraries.
This year’s selected book
is “Three Cups of Tea’’ by
Greg Mortenson and David
Oliver Relin. The book,
published in 2(X)6, tells the
story of how Mortenson, an
American nurse, kept his
promise to Pakistani villagers
to build a school in their
town. “Three Cups of Tea’’
was a New York Times best
seller and received numerous
awards.
Mortenson
will
visit
campus on April 6 to give a
lecture about the book.

The Stuent Senate collected
everyone’s written suggestions
and President Autumn Trombka
said the body will continue to
review the answers and see if
there is anything specific on
which they can begin work.
The second-year phase of
the IIP, currently underway, is
to implement each college’s
version of the plan and put
together a community update
by the end of the 2009 school

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
A German citizen chips away at the Berlin Wall. Twenty years after the fall, some divide still exists.

Faculty remember life
in divided Germany
German-, American-born professors remember life in
East, West Germany before fall of Berlin Wall in 1989
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Assistant News Editor
Today, modem language and
Middle East studies professor
Sebastian Maisel and sociology
professor Hermann Kurthen
are co-workers at Grand Valley
State University. But before the
fall of the Berlin Wall 20 years
ago, their governments told
them they were enemies.
Maisel was bom in Weimar,
part of the former East Germany,
where the Berlin Wall was
simply a part of everyday life.
“For me. there was no other
world," Maisel said. “I was bom
here. I was raised here and the
Wall seemed to be always there.
ITiere was a famous quote by
our party leader that said, ‘The
Wall will be there in 99 years'
and that’s what we believed,
that’s how we Iived and how we
adjusted our lives.”
Although
Maisel
got
glimpses of West German life
by listening to the radio and
watching Western television,
the world on the other side of
the Wall still seemed impossibly
distant.
“It was like a looming thing
on the other side that you would
never get there," Maisel said.
“It would have been nice, but
certainly not for us to reach in
our lifetime.”
Kurthen,
however,
experienced life on the other
side of the Berlin Wall when
he lived in West Berlin for 17
years. He grew up in Stuttgart,
southwest Germany’s “motor
city” and moved to West Berlin
in the ‘70s to attend college.
As a West German. Kurthen
could more easily obtain a oneday visitor visa to travel into

East Berlin, where he and his and nobody knew what to do."
Kurthen was doing research
friends spoke with Easterners
in Canada when the Berlin Wall
on the streets and in cafes.
“Young people on both sides fell.
Americanwere aware of
bom
German
the Cold War
“It was a looming
language
division and
thing on the other
and
literature
were curious,”
Kurthen said.
side that you would professor
Mitchell Place
“Remember,
never get there.”
was in Germany
there was a lot
on
a
study
of propaganda
SEBASTIAN MAISEL
abroad trip when
in the East and
GVSU PROFESSOR
the Wall fell.
the West and
“Watching
everybody
talked about the other side in the events unfold from a German
very stark and devilish, evil perspective was really one of
terms. So there was a lot of the most fascinating things I’ve
animosity as well as curiosity ever experienced," Place said.
Place visited the Wall in May
about what was there and what
1990 and chipped out a piece.
to expect from the other side.”
He recalled looking out along
As young men, both Kurthen
and Maisel were conscripted the border from atop an East
into their respective sides' Berlin TV tower and noticing
armies. Kurthen was stationed the dramatic difference between
near a bunker where American the two sides.
“It was so striking to look
nuclear weapons were stored.
“There was always looming across towards West Berlin and
the possibility that a big bang to see how green and colorful
wakes you up, you look out the everything was and then to
window and you see this huge look out towards East Germany
mushroom cloud coming over,” and see how gray and drab
he said. “We were at the center everything was. almost like
black and white television or
of this tension and we knew it.”
Maisel was assigned to monochrome,” Place said.
Although
mental
and
guard a mountaintop in the
countryside. When his regiment material divisions still exist in
received word that the Berlin Germany today, Kurthen said
border had opened, they were he believes they should not be
over-dramatized.
unsure of what to do nexi
Maisel agreed the Wall’s fall
“Earlier we were trained to
always be ready for any kind is a miraculous historical event
of attack from the Western and a valuable learning tool .for
army and all of this was all future generations.
“It’s not the only wall out
gone,” Maisel said. “There was
no more talk of attack, so we there and it’s hopefully not the
actually had a nice, quiet winter, only wall that will come down,"
sitting there, playing ping-pong he said.
assistantnev\\@ lanthorn ram
because nobtxly was in charge

GVL i Andrew Mills

The Rapid is working closely with riders, including GVSU
students, to identify problems and improve the current system.
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EDITORIAL CAR LOON
WALKER FIRE

One win

STATION

Though long overdue, Kalamazoo residents should
be applauded for passing Ordinance 1856, and at last
providing legal support to eliminate discriminatory
practices against the LGBT community.
Just as Thomas Jefferson’s immortal phrase, “All men are created
equal,” has been interpreted to include all people, regardless of gender,
race or religion, so too, should sexual orientation enjoy this same
equality.
Ordinance 1856 makes it illegal to discriminate in housing,
employment or access to public accommodation on the basis of sexual
orientation.
While it is rather absurd to think such legislation is required in the
21st century, its existence is proof discrimination did not end with
women's suffrage and Civil Rights laws.
The decision to support this legislation is wholly at the discretion
of the individual, but to oppose this legislation solely because it could
be understood as an endorsement of the LGBT community would be a
severe err in judgment.
It would be unconstitutional for any law to attempt to control personal
belief. In their most basic form, laws are meant to maintain consistency
in governance during an extended period of time.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discriminatory practices on
the basis of race, sex, national origin and religion. However, the passage
of this act did not eliminate racism, sexism or ethnocentrism among
all Americans, nor did it shrink the religious divide. It did, however,
reinforce protection for the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness among
all people.
Prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender
identity does not force a belief in homosexuality, but it does ensure
equality for all people.
Such legislation has been a long time coming and the residents
of Kalamazoo are deserving of recognition. Yet, we cannot forget
Kalamazoo is only the 16th city in Michigan to pass such a law.
There are several thousand cities in the state and millions more in the
U.S. without anti-discrimination policies of this type. Kalamazoo is one
win for Jefferson’s America, but the battle for full equality continues.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR -----------------------------

Marijuana legalization is what U.S. needs
In the past weeks, lawmakers in
both Massachusetts and California have
debated the legalization of marijuana
for personal use by adults age 21 and
over. Hardly radical, this move reflects
the growing acceptance for marijuana
among U.S. citizens, 44 percent of
whom (according to a recent Gallup poll)
support marijuana legalization.
The changing face of the argument
begs the question, what would society
be like with access to marijuana freely
available?
The legalization of marijuana would
free up law enforcement officials, courts
and lawyers to deal with real threats,
such as violent criminals. It would reduce
the burden on taxpayers, who currently
pay over $7 billion annually to combat
marijuana — most of which goes to
imprison marijuana users. Penalizing
users leaves violent gang warlords on
the streets, warlords who profit from
marijuana only because it is illegal.
Marijuana legalization would also stop
the steady flow of nonviolent users into
already over-crowded prisons, freeing up

space to incarcerate those who actually
pose a threat to society.
In a society with free marijuana use,
responsible users would have a safe outlet
for relaxation without the stigma, fear
and hatred that anti-drug laws impose.
These laws are blind to the fact % million
American adults have admitted to using
marijuana. Marijuana doesn’t impair
cognitive function (according to a 15-year
John-Hopkins study), doesn’t lead to
harder drugs (according to the Institute of
Medicine), and is impossible to overdose
on. Given these facts, marijuana continues
to be the safest drug available — with
responsible use, far less dangerous than
cigarettes or alcohol.
Finally, marijuana legalization would
also permit its distant cousin hemp to be
grown by farmers. The marijuana and
hemp industry' would produce billions of
dollars in tax revenue and create untold
thousands of jobs. Right now, that’s
exactly what our country needs.
Joel Mounts
Students for a Sensible Drug Policy
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How do you feel about President Thomas J. Haas'
recent response to funding the Michigan Promise?

I'm mad because
1 lost money
personally. 1
think we should
be compensated
because we earned
the scholarship.
But we can't
blame the school
just because it is
an institution in
Michigan.

1 have to agree
- if the school
never covered
the scholarship
in the past, it
shouldn't have to
cover it now. That
falls under the
responsibility of
the state.

1 understand
where President
Haas is coming
from — the state
made the promise.
But the school
could cut us some
other costs. And
it's ridiculous for
students to pay
back the money
within a month.

It's not up to the
school because the
promise was made
by the state. But
because students
are struggling right
now, the school
should try to help
them out if it can.

If the scholarship
was not made
by the school,
Grand Valley is not
responsible for it even though some
other colleges have
chosen to pay for
it.

Cariyta Saldana
Freshman
Occupational
Therapy
Albion, Mich.

Trey Johnson
2004 graduate
Third Year Medical
School
Coopersville, Mich.

Lisa Dennany
Senior
Biology, French
Plainwell, Mich.

Brianna Hill
Junior
Biology
Detroit, Mich.

Nurzhan
Tokzhumanov
Junior
Natural Resource
Management
Kazakhstan

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (cont.)

Abuse of prescription medications merits concern
After I had finished
reading the article GVL
Columnist Zee Fossett
published in the most
recent edition of the
Lanthorn I couldn’t
help but experience
a sense of relief. The
issue of prescription
drug abuse is a problem
our university is not
addressing adequately
or appropriately and
hearing others who hold
the subject in a similar
regard as myself voice
their own opinions, gives
me a sense of vicarious
satisfaction. It is an
absurdity to think the
many intelligent minds
walking our campus
actually believe this type
of misuse appropriate.
Why? Because in some
cases, probably most
cases, a desired academic
outcome is achieved?
Is it because a waning
GPA is now more apt
to receive a boost.

however minuscule.
Perhaps, it is to keep
scholarship eligibility
or university promised
funding. Whatever
the reason, it does not
condone or require
drug abuse, which is
becoming increasingly
popular the longer these
abuses arc not addressed
properly. Lets not
forget the fact that the
re-sale of prescription
medication is illegal,
the re-distribution of
prescription medication
to others is illegal, the
taking of prescription
medication by those not
prescribed can be fatal
as well as illegal, and
so on and so forth . The
longer this issue remains
unaddressed, the users as
well as the university are
allowing the operation of
various criminal elements
to continue and more
importantly profit, greatly
increasing the demand

for these drugs. During
midterms or finals weeks
the street value of these
pills skyrocket to as
much as $5 to $6 per pill,
like you had mentioned
in your article. Normally,
street value exists as:
$ I -2 for IO-20mg, and
$3 for 30mg. Any pill
over a 30mg dose we
can assume would be
priced accordingly but
are not as common. Then
there are issues with the
composition of the pills
themselves, are they in
solid tablet form or are
they capsules (capsules
are easier to “snort,” the
pill is manufactured as
tiny beads, designed to
release half the dosage
immediately and the
other half over a period
of two to four hours
*XR’s, which brings
along with it a whole
new slew of harmful
side affects I wont get
into), which leads to

questions concerning
immediate release or
extended release ... you
get my point. They are
extremely addictive and
cause the user to quickly
develop a tolerance for
the substance, in which
an increased dose is
required to achieve the
“normal effects.” Why
should this drug and its
ongoing abuse be held in
a differing regard, when
in my opinion, it does
more harm and provides
an opportunity for the
risk of more serious
health complications than
other substances eliciting
harsher penalties and
elevated concern.
Zachary McNeil
GVSU student
WEB EXCLUSIVE:

Visit
Lanthorn.com an
extended version.

Tolerance - Positive or Negative

Have you ever taken “study drugs
such as Ritalin or Adderral?

”

No: 89.66%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Should sexual orientation be added
to U.S. antidiscrimination policies?

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Vhlley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I^anthom.
The Grand Valley l.anthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Gram! Valley I .an thorn
I etters appear as space permits each

YOUR INSIGHTS

STUDEN T OPINION

Valley Vote

Yes: 10.34%

GVL / Jacob Bowen

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Linthom will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the auth< ir may be withheld
for compelling reasons
The
content.
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent thtise of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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Nathan Ruark
GVSU student
With all due respect to
the views and sentiments
of Mr. LeBlanc, I
strongly assert that his
assessment of me is
severely incorrect on
several points.
The first point being
that I have in no way
identified myself as
part of “fundamentalist
Christianity.” It is a false
syllogism to assume that
just because we may
share the same view of
homosexuality that I am
necessarily a part of their
group. Yes, I will own the
title of “Christian.” but
that in no way mandates
my inclusion with those
perceived as narrow
minded and prejudiced.
The second point is
that I have been very
careful to avoid any
kind of moral or value
judgment statement
in any of my writings.
Making an assertion

that homosexuality
is “pathological and
deleterious” is no more
making a moral judgment
than diagnosing someone
with Conduct Disorder
or Major Depressive
Disorder. Pathology is
merely an assessment
of something that is
non-nonnative and/
or unhealthy for the
person who possesses it.
Autism is considered a
developmental pathology
though I think we can all
agree that there are no
moral implications for
someone with autism.
This ties into my
third point that in my
avoidance of direct
religious affiliation
and moral judgments,
I am actually trying to
de-stigmatize the issue.
I have made it very clear
in more than one of my
articles that my focus
is on the scientific and
ideological aspects of
our differences and not
on any moral or value

differences.
As far as your
comments regarding
respect and tolerance,
I would contend that
even.11 as I have voiced
dissenting views, I have
maintained an attitude of
utmost respect for those
who I have addressed.
When it comes to
tolerance, I think the
difference lies in what
is termed “positive” and
“negative” tolerance.
Negative tolerance,
the form to which I
adhere, says that there
is an absolute standard
of right and wrong and
that even as one holds
to what is believed to
be the absolute right,
they allow others around
them to hold dissenting
views and standards for
living. Positive tolerance,
to which I am guessing
Mr I^eBlanc adheres,
says that there is no
absolute standard of
right or wrong, so then
each person’s opinion

is equally correct and
worthy of respect and
praise. I hope you can
see how these two views
of tolerance would add
yet another controversial
aspect to an already
heated dialogue.
Please let me re iterate
that my intention here is
to raise awareness of an
ideological viewpoint
that in my experience
has been over-kx>ked,
avoided, and possibly
even stigmatized in its
own way.
All I ask is for a seat
at the ideological table
in our academic arena so
that others may learn and
make informed decisions
about what direction to
take with their lives.
ruarkn@mail.gvsu .edu

WEB EXCLUSIVE:

Visit
Lanthorn.com
for Patricia
Saenz's column.

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Featured professors to simulate Last Lecture
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

Two Grand Valley State
University professors will
taste retirement as they .
give imitations of their Last
Lectures Thursday.
The event will feature visiting
assistant professor Benjamin
Cole from the School of
Communications and
visiting professor Edward
Hamilton from the Physics
Department.
Professors Cole and
Hamilton will speak at 7
p.m. Thursday in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof
Center.
In the semi-annual Last
Lecture series, Student
Senate receives nominations
of noteworthy professors
from students. The Student
Senate invites the nominees
to participate in the event,
offering the prompt, "If this
was your last lecture, what
would you want to say?"
lakerlife@lanthorn .com

Visiting
theater professor
Benjamin
Cole
said he has got
a
“thing”
for
Shakespeare.
“Even though
he’s been dead
for about 400
years, 1 think his
words still have
an impact on our
lives today,” he said.
Cole said for him there is only
Shakespeare, and so for his last
lecture, he will probably speak
about Shakespeare, a topic that asks
for audience participation.
“I hate lecturing alone,” he
added. “Chances are that things are
going to get a little interactive with
me.”
Those attending Cole’s lecture
can expect to contribute to the
Shakespeare guru’s Last Lecture.
For those who cannot attend
the lecture, Cole quotes one of
the bard's most famous lines from
Hamlet, Act I: Scene 3.
“Remember 'this above all: to
thine own self be true,”’ Cole said.
After hearing he would appear
in the fall 2009 segment of the Last
Lecture series. Cole said he was
both honored and terrified.
Surprised to receive an e-mail
requesting his last lecture. Cole said
jokingly he thought Student Senate
might be hinting he quit teaching.
“I’m still fairly young in my
career,” he said. “I was a little taken

aback.”
He said he wondered how he
could condense his lessons into a
20 minute lecture for the series,
lessons that can sometime diverge
into tangents.
“Well, let me tell you about
the time Keanu Reeves turned
down working with A1 Pacino and
Robert DeNiro to play Hamlet in
Canada,” Cole said, giving one
such example.
If Cole did retire at this point, he
said he would continue to pursue
the Shakespearean arts through
teaching, acting, directing and
coaching stage combat.
“These are things that I think I
will do until I die,” he added.
Cole’s interest in Shakespeare
can be traced through nine different
states, back to West Michigan and
to Grand Valley State University’s
second annual Shakespeare Festival
in 1995.
His mother took young Cole and a
few friends to see the show “Romeo
and Juliet,” which reappeared at the
festival for the second time this
fall.
“I
had never experienced
anything like that before,” Cole
said. “We went directly to the book
store after the show, and my friends
and 1 started reading and acting on
our own until we became involved
in high school theater.”
Since his first encounter with the
famous bard almost 15 years ago,
Cole has not stopped pursuing his
passion for Shakespearean drama.

When
visiting
physics
professor
Edward
Hamilton
opened the e-mail
from Student Senate
telling him he would
give his last lecture,
he said he was
surprised.
“I didn’t realize Hamllten
they were actually
inviting me to speak
at the lecture,” he said. “1 figured
they would pick people with more
seniority.”
In his 30s, Hamilton added he feels
closer to giving his first lecture than his
last.
For his last lecture, Hamilton said
he will speak about his life, a topic
for which physics lectures do not allot
time.
“I have some professorial distance
from my students,” he said.“I think they
see me as someone who materializes
in the morning and disappears in the
evening.”
Hamilton said he views this lecture
as a chance to share w hat inspired him
to become a scientist.
“At a very young age, everyone
begins to explore the universe at a
physical level,” Hamilton said.
For example, when children begin
to ride bicycles, they learn to center
their mass and practice basic motor
skills, he added.
“People who look for underlying
patterns are people who go on to
become researchers and teachers in

natural science,” Hamilton said. “All
those things began to crystallize in my
mind as things I wanted to understand
name.”
Although his actual last lecture will
occur far in the future, if Hamilton had
the luxury of retirement, he said he
would read more material on cuttingedge physics.
“I teach physics people have known
for centuries,” he said.
Pew introductory courses offer him
opportunities to focus on the newest
developments in the field.
“We don’t spend enough time
focusing on the frontiers in physics,” he
said. “1 feel like we’re falling behind.”
Before retirement, which Hamilton
said he hopes will come a long time in the
future, he wants to clutch a permanent
position, earn tenure and have the job
security of a full professorial position.
Hamilton said he also hopes to
teach higher level classes in physics,
generally assigned to tenure faculty
members.
“I want to be able to interact with
students who go into physics as their
major discipline,” he said.
In his current position as a visiting
professor, Hamilton said he sees
students for only one or two semesters
- a small window of their lives.
“I could see people grow from
a position of limited knowledge
to a position of far more mature
know ledge,” he added.
Hamilton said he has set a goal to
develop more undergraduate research
projects w ith students.

Students conclude Smoke-Out,
open Relay for Life participation
definitely one of the things top on
our list.”
GVL Staff Writer
CAC will turn to its next event,
As soon as one battle finishes for Relay for Life, as they invite groups
the year, another begins for student to register for the 2010 walk.
organization
Colleges
Against
At Thursday’s rally, participants
Cancer.
will receive packets for walkers,
First
tackling
lung cancer opportunities
to
start
teams,
specifically in the Great American fundraising
and
survivorship
Smoke-Out,
Colleges
Against information and other resources.
Cancer will broaden its fight against
“We are hoping to promote our
all cancers in its second annual Relay Relay for Life event and get students
for Life event.
excited for it,” said Chelsea Page,
During the organization's Relay CAC president.
Rally at 9 p.m.Thursday in the Grand
Relay for Life, a 12-hour event
River Room of Kirkhof Center, hosted by CAC, gives people a
students will receive fundraising chance to celebrate the survivors of
ideas and general information cancer and remember loved ones
regarding the spring 2010 Relay for who have died from the disease.
Life.
IntheFieldhouseArenathisspring,
Relay Rally will also wrap up the Qrand Valley State University
the Great American Smoke-Out, community will fight cancer by
an annual event to help smokers raising awareness and money for the
break their habits and
American
Cancer
provide facts about
Society through this
“We are hoping to
lung cancer.
event.
get a bigger part
“Relay
Rally
“The more teams
of GVSU involved
relates to the Great
that sign up means
American
Smokemore funds will be
in Relay for Life
Out because we are
raised towards the
because everyone
trying to promote
American
Cancer
the risks of cancer
will be touched by
Society to help fight
and that the use of
back against cancer,”
cancer sometime in
tobacco
products
said Sarah Pankow,
their life.”
have been directly
CAC vice president.
linked to lung cancer
SARA BAKER
CAC relies on
and other related
GVSU COLLEGES AGAINST
the involvement of
cancers,” said Ashley
CANCER SECRETARY
students, faculty and
Bronkema, education
staff to contribute
and advocacy chair
funds.
The
for CAC.
organization challenges campus to
The Great American Smoke- form more teams than participated in
Out included activities such as last year’s relay.
Kicking the Habit and Popping the
While 27 teams signed up at Relay
Addiction.
Rally last year, CAC has a goal to
said
the
event have 50 teams register Thursday
Bronkema
encouraged college students, faculty night.
and staff to quit smoking to better
Baker said the Relay Rally is the
their health. CAC helps participants perfect event to help fight cancer.
to kick the habit by promoting the
“We are hoping to get a bigger part
benefits of quitting.
of GVSU involved in Relay for Life
“Our name says it all: Colleges because everyone will be touched by
Against Cancer.” said Sara Baker, cancer sometime in their life,” Baker
the organization’s secretary. “We said. “Helping out now can hopefully
want students to lower their risk prevent future loved ones from being
of getting any sort of cancer, and effected by cancer.”
helping students quit smoking is
tgershon @ lanthorn .com

By Tracy Gershon

Courtesy Photo / Colleges Against Cancer

College Against Cancer is in the process of organizing GVSU's Relay for Life 2010.
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Graduating students can purchase their caps, gowns, announcements, class rings and more at the fall 2009 GradFest.

Festival to supply fall 2009
graduates must-have items
Vendors will provide alumni
the community.
apparel, diploma frames and class
“This
is
a
great
way
to
provide
GVL Laker Life Editor
students with an opportunity to give rings for purchase.
At the one-stop shop for fall back and make a difference,” Kerestly
A professional
photographer,
graduates, seniors will page through said.
al umna Heather Di xon. wi 11 snap fun or
class ring catalogues and browse cap
At the final booth of the graduation formal photographs to commemorate
and gown displays.
fair, the Alumni Association will the event.
Alumni Relations and other explain how students can join the
Students who attend Gradfest can
campus departments will host the Alumni Association, a network of register to win a prize - restaurant gift
semi-annual Gradfest from 9 a.m. to GVSU graduates that promotes, certificates, USB gift cards and Hash
6 p.m. on Wednesday in room 2204 assists and perpetuates the goals of the drives.
of Kirkhof Center and on Thursday university.
Although some students choose
in room I05E of the DeVos Center
Earley said once students graduate not to participate in graduation events,
Exhibition Hall.
into alumni, their connection with the Earley said she encourages students to
“We encourage everyone to come university changes.
walk at Commencement.
through, especially this time of year,”
“It's a culmination of their hard
“A new relationship begins,” she
said Mindy Harley, assistant director said. “We want all alumni to become work and a celebration of their time on
of Alumni Relations. “With it getting involved and to stay active and campus,” she said. “Walking across the
so close to exams, it’s a nice time to informed.”
stage is closure to that experience."
firm things up, so students don’t have
lakerlife @ lanthorn ami
Earley
added
graduating
to go to different offices for graduation students can stay connected through
preparation.”
homecoming, volunteer opportunities
Caps and Gowns
Students can pick up caps, gowns and donor events.
Advance orders and measurements
and Commencement tickets at
“Staying connected and involved
not necessary.
discount prices at Gradfest, one of can mean many things from wearing
Bachelor's: $30.90
graduating seniors' last hurrahs at alumni gear to taking in an intern,
Master's: $51 89
Grand Valley State University.
from coming back to speak in classes
“Students come to firm up campus to being involved in the Alumni
Tickets
business and prepare for life after Association,” she said.
Students participating in
college,” Earley said.
Career Services will expose
Commencement are issued 10
To ease the transition out of graduates to services available free to
guest tickets upon purchase of cap
university life, the Financial Aid alumni - a web-based employment
and gown.
Office will offer exit counseling.
system, resume help, job search
Students borrowing caps and
In the exit counseling, students will tools and answers to employment
gowns must bring the items to
have opportunities to review payment questions.
GradFest for approval or tickets will
information, communicate with direct
“It is essential that if students
not be issued
loan services and make sure they haven’t utilized our services prior
understand loan payment deadlines.
to graduation, they understand the
Announcements
“We give students information resources available to them,” said
Available at either University
to understand the rights and Carol Coffey, systems administrator
Bookstore location: Kirkhof Center,
responsibilities as borrowers and to and Gradfest coordinator for Career
Allendale or DeVos Building C,
recognize their need to begin making Services. “Given our current economic
Grand Rapids.
arrangements to repay student loans,” climate, it is essential to know Grand
Announcements also available for
said Ed Kerestly, director of Financial Valley continues to support and offer
online purchase. Shipping available.
Aid.
its services.”
Packs of 10 announcements: $15
Financial Aid will also ask
Earley said each year, Gradfest
students for financial contributions also attracts parents who purchase
Josten's Class Rings
to the Student legacy Scholarship, a graduation gifts and announcements
$239 and up with $50 deposit
student-funded scholarship available for their students.
to juniors and seniors who take part in

By Susie Skowronek
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Lakers given chance to put Hillsdale behind them

Sports in Brief
Laker football lands 21 players

Matt
Kuzawa

t

on All-GLIAC team

Announced last week, 21 GVSU
football players were named to the
2009 All-GLIAC football team,
while three Lakers earned special
postseason recognition from the
GLIAC. Senior quarterback Brad
Iciek was named the GLIAC
“Offensive Back of the Year,”
while senior offensive tackle Nick
McDonald was named the GLIAC
“Offensive Lineman of the Year.”
Junior defensive lineman Danny
Richard was voted the "Defensive
Lineman of the Year.” Ten Lakers
in all received All-GLIAC FirstTeam plaudits for the 2009 season.
Volleyball earns All-GLIAC honors

Three Grand Valley State
volleyball players were named
to the 2009 All-GLIAC Team, as
released by the league offices on
Thursday. For the second straight
season, junior middle blocker
Rebeccah Rapin was named to
the All-GLIAC First Team, while
seniors Whitney Tremain and Katey
Crichton earned Second Team and
Honorable Mention all-conference
awards, respectively.
Cross country adds Midwest
honors

Sophomore
runner
Tyler
Emmorey was named the Midwest
Region Men's Athlete of the Year,
while head coach Jerry Baltes was
honored as the Midwest Region
Women’s Coach of the Year.
Emmorey,whoalso won theGLl AC
Runner of the Year by finishing first
at the conference championship,
took home the individual title at the
Midwest Region Championship on
Nov. 7.

i/ Sj'i'r! 111111:i

Despite playing 11 games this
season, the Laker football team
can’t seem to shake off one in
particular.
A 27-24 loss to Hillsdale College
on Oct. 10 - their first regular
season defeat in almost five years.
One would think that a loss that
happened more than fivfc weeks
ago would eventually be forgotten.
Since then, the team has responded
with four consecutive games while
winning the GLIAC title and
securing a first round bye in the
playoffs.
But week after week, one word
continued to find its way into
conversation.
Hillsdale.
And if the team wants to put that
word to rest, they better not lose to

Farmington guard

The Grand Valley State men’s
basketball team has announced the
signing of Kyle Vinales from North
Farmington High School to join the
Laker program. Vinales, a combo
guard, has been a three-year starter
heading into his senior season with
the North Farmington Raiders
and will join GVSU for the 201011 campaign. Vinales has started
the past three seasons at North
Farmington, wheit he averaged
25.3 points per game last year
as a junior and earned honorable
mention all-state laurels.
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GVSU defender No. 2 Amber Bloem forces her way around a Bellarmine

Sideline Report" on

They are rested and as healthy as
they have been this season (which
isn’t saying much considering
the number of injuries they have
stockpiled).
Hillsdale will travel to Lubbers
Stadium coming off an emotional
overtime win over Minnesota State
- the school’s first playoff victory.
Their emotions will still be running
high from the win, and by the tirhe
they come down from it, they may
not have enough time to mentally
prepare for a determined GVSU
squad.
While the Lakers couldn’t avoid
a loss in October, they will finally
be able to put Hillsdale behind
them when it matter most - in the
playoffs.
Hillsdale will go home, enjoying
the school’s best season, while
GVSU marches on like they are
accustom to. The Lakers will finally
prove that the loss on Oct. 10 was
an aberration and one could argue
it ultimately helped the team more
than hurt them.
sports @ lanthorn jcom

November 23

Saginaw Valley
Nab -Kearney

ri

Check out "The Lakers

Robert Carlisle.
However this isn’t the same
team that struggled to beat 1-10
Ferris State before eventually losing
to Hillsdale. The defense has made
leaps and bounds in recent weeks,
most recently holding Wayne State
running back and GLIAC Player
of the Year Joique Bell to just 74
yards.
Head coach Chuck Martin
and his players made it no secret
they would prefer a rematch with
Hillsdale, instead of playing an
unknown in Minnesota State.
They still have a sour taste in
their mouths and there is only one
way to rid themselves of it: Ending
Hillsdale’s first playoff appearance
on Saturday.
A loss at Lubbers Stadium would
be crippling to the Laker football
program. It would send shockwaves
throughout the GLIAC and Division
II making the ones sent on Oct. 10
look like ripples in a pond.
The Lakers are more talented,
more experienced, and have no
other choice but to win on Saturday.

Sat ri'U

QArkansas Tech

Men's basketball nets North

t

them again on Saturday, or the word
will haunt a locker room full of
seniors for the rest of their lives.
Hillsdale’s overtime win on
Saturday, against a Minnesota State
team who was undefeated just nine
days ago, set up a rematch between
the two teams that will have much
more on the line this time.
When No. 3 GVSU (10-1,9-1
GLIAC) hosts Hillsdale (10-2, 8-2
GLIAC) on Saturday afternoon
at Lubbers Stadium, the Lakers
have an opportunity to forget
about the regular season loss that
would become irrelevant by ending
Hillsdale’s season on Saturday.
And will they ever.
The team had an extra week of
preparation to figure out how to
beat the Hillsdale Chargers, and it’s
obvious Hillsdale already knows
how to beat GVSU.
In the first go-around Hillsdale
quarterback Troy Weatherhead,
a Grand Rapids native, picked
apart the Lakers’ secondary as the
defense was still adjusting to the
loss of senior starting cornerback

For the second Sunday in a row,
the third-ranked Grand Valley State
University women’s soccer team
provided their home crowd with
another dramatic conclusion. And yet
again, it was a moment which went in
their favor.
This time, it was senior defender
Natalja Stanski who provided the
late game heroics as she scored off a
free kick with 5 minutes, 37 seconds
remaining to defeat Bellarmine
University 1-0.
After Bellarmine was called for a
tripping foul, Stanski took advantage
of her second penalty kick of the
year and drove the ball past Knights
goalkeeper Amy Kunowski giving
the Lakers the lead.
“We’ve only had one other penalty
kick this year, so I assumed that I
would be taking it,” she said. “It’s
natural to feel nervous in that type of
situation, but I have confidence in my
PK shooting abilities and I just went
up and buried it, and did what I had
to do. It was definitely nice to get the
game-winning goal because I don’t
scoifc many goals.”
The Lakers (19-0-3) pressured
the Knights all afternoon with a 25-4
advantage in shots. However, it was
very difficult for the Lakers to score
against a Bellarmine defense who
allowed only nine goals prior to
Sunday’s matchup.
“Bellarmine is a very good team
who defended really well and that
was evident today (Sunday),” said
leaker soccer coach Dave Dilanni.
“I’ve done this enough to know that
you got to get out of the first weekend

and you will take any win, anytime,
anyway.”
Dilanni also added he was happy
with the way the team came out with
more pressure in the second half
and able to generate better scoring
opportunities against the Knights.
“We just had a really good second
half all the way around,” Dilanni said.
“PK or not, we deserved it out there
and we’re happy about it.”
Playing in the final home game
of her career, senior defender Amber
Bloem said coming out with the win
was great. However, it is only the first
step in their quest to make it to the
Final Four.
“Getting out of this first weekend
is always a big deal.” Bloem said.
“You don’t want the journey to end,
so we are just going to keep taking
it one game at a time. It’s very sad
with it being the last home game, and
I want to take some grass home with
me.”
With the victory, the leakers will
now hit the road to Denver and play for
the Midwest Regional championship
against Northern Kentucky University
next Friday afternoon.
I^ast year, the Inkers suffered
a 1-0 loss to the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside in the regional
championship.
“I think there’s a motivating factor
to take back the region back this year,”
Dilanni said. “Now that we are in
that point that in general, we are just
playing game to game and wanting to
continue the season. We feel like we
have been playing really good soccer,
so it will be nice to go on the road to
see what we can accomplish.”
jgreenleaf® lanthorn rom

They came, they saw,
they
let opportunity slip through their
collective fingers.
The Grand Valley State University
women’s volleyball team suffered
a crushing 3-0 decision to Northern
Michigan University last week in
the opening round of the GLIAC
championship tournament.
The Wildcats went on to play
Saginaw Valley State University
in the GLIAC semifinals this past
Saturday while the Lakers spent the
weekend with their playoff prospects
up in the air.
With the loss, the Lakers were
forced to cling to the hope they have
done enough this season to earn
a berth in the Midwest Regional
tournament next week. GVSU sat
as the No. 4 seed in the Midwest
Regional rankings with all games
taken into account up to last Sunday.
The team's first-round elimination
from the GLIAC tournament had not
yet been taken into consideration.
The tournament invites the top
eight teams from the region, but the
Lakers opening round loss to the No.
6 regionally ranked Wildcats could
cost them more than just a chance at
a GLIAC title.
“I can’t even describe how much
I hope that doesn’t happen,” said
sophomore outside hitter Courtney
McCotter. “I know that that loss
really hurt us, but I hope that people

still see us for what we’ve done all
season. We’ve been working hard all
week and we practiced (Saturday) to
prepare for the tournament, and I’d
be devastated if we didn’t make it —
we all would.”
However the stat sheet did not
tell all as the Lakers committed two
fewer errors, mustered up six more
digs and had only a slightly lower
attack percentage than the Wildcats.
For GVSU head coach Deanne
Scanlon, the Lakers lost because
they could not make plays at key
moments during the game. She said
the seniors will play a pivotal role in
whether or not the team will be able
to move forward from the loss.
“A lot of those errors came at key
points in the match,” she said. “In
game one we had a 21-18 lead, and
then they went on a 7-1 run. We made
five attack errors in that short period,
of time. Our seniors need to step up
in those times, plain and simple.”
Provided that the Lakers are
invited to the tournament, they
will need to make a bigger effort
in shaking off the stink of recent
outings. Wednesday’s loss was the
team’s third in the past four matches
and was the second consecutive
dropped decision to Northern
Michigan.
The regional rankings were
announced over the weekend. The
first slate of opening round matches
of the NCAA regional tournaments
will take place as early as Thursday.
ejohnson @ lanthorn .com
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The team gets pumped up at a past game. Recent losses may end their season.
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Swimmers break 2 GV records in loss to MSU
Six swimmers win 'A ' National cuts,
automatic berths to national finals
103, team morale was high
in the locker rooms.
GVL Staff Writer
“We’re keeping our heads
Facing a Big Ten opponent up,” Soukup said. “We’ve got
as a Division II athlete is nothing to be ashamed of. We
never easy. But on Friday had nothing to lose coming
night, Grand Valley State in and we definitely earned
University’s swimming and some respect out there.”
diving teams made the most
Several positive things
of their meet with Michigan came
from
the
meet,
State University.
including freshman Kelsey
“We came out ready to Vermeer’s new school record
go,” said sophomore Sam in the 50 Freestyle.
Soukup. “We were jacked
“It’s exciting to break
all weekend and we were a school record,” Vermeer
really looking forward to this said. “I knew I’d broken it
meet.”
right away, but I didn’t know
A
team
it was an ‘A’
wide illness
“Michigan State
National cut,
on
Ashland
too.”
was looking
University
“
A
”
nervous towards
was
cause
National cuts
enough
for
for swimmers
the end. We tested
GVSU
and
are automatic
them ...”
the Eagles to
berths
to
cancel
their
compete
in
ANDY BOYCE
scheduled
the
national
GVSU HEAD COACH
meet
last
finals
at
week.
The
season’s end.
extra rest, along with the After Friday night’s meet,
idea of competing against six swimmers were awarded
Division I swimmers, played “A” National cuts, a first in
into high motivation for the school history, Boyce said.
Lakers.
“We broke two school
“It was a big meet for us,” records tonight along with
said head coach Andy Boyce. the six cuts,” Boyce said.
“We were itching to race “Rarely does that happen
because the last meet was mid-season when we aren’t
canceled. Michigan State rested.”
was looking nervous towards
The 2008-09 season’s
the end. We tested them and meet between the two teams
gave them everything we was not as successful for the
had.”
Lakers. The lure of defeating
A full house was on hand at a highly-touted opponent
Jenison High School to view was the main driving force
the competition. Though both behind the team’s success
the men's and the women’s this time around.
squads lost the meet 140“We only won one race

By Curtis Kalleward
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GVL Archive / Kaitlyn Irwin
Kateland Lawrie races down her lane in a past 1,000-yard freestyle race. Michigan State narrowly defeated the Lakers this weekend.

last year, but today we won
12,” Boyce said. “You could
really see the intensity on
our side during the meet this
year.”
Friday night taught some
swimmers they are better than
they might have thought.
“Some people went faster
tonight than they thought they
could go,” Boyce said. “It’s
boosting team confidence.”
The meet also raised
expectations for the rest of
the season.
“We learned tonight that
we can hang with anyone
right now,” Soukup said.
The Laker swimming and
diving teams are also holding

a friendly contest with Wayne
State University to see which
squad can raise more money
for cancer awareness. GVSU,
representing breast cancer
research, had a silent auction
during the meet.
Afterward, fans could
purchase pink tennis balls
that were tossed from the
stands into the lap pool, with
the intention of scoring a
shot into a hula hoop.
The swimming and diving
teams compete next week at
the Doug Coers Invite, held
on Ball State University’s
campus in Muncie, Ind.
ckalleward@ lanthorn .com
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Laker icers sweep DI
Western Michigan
By Greg Monahan
GVL Staff Writer
More often than not, when
a Division I team matches up
against a Division II opponent,
the result is a lopsided score.
That was the case this weekend
for the Grand Valley State
University men’s hockey team,
but not in the way most would
expect.
The Lakers took both games
of the weekend series from
Division I Western Michigan
University, taking Friday’s
home game by a 5-2 score
and finishing off the sweep in
Kalamazoo Saturday afternoon
with a 6-4 win.
With 11 goals in two games,
the leakers had one of their best
weekends in terms of offensive
output - something head coach
Mike Forbes said was due to
hard work all over the ice.
“Our fore-check has been
solid,” he said. “The pressure
we’re putting on the other team
and pressuring their defense has
really been the difference in our
performances, and it’s been the
reason we’ve been able to put
up more than two or three goals
recently.”
Even with two convincing
victories, the Lakers still
faced more than their share of
adversity. On Saturday, GVSU
was forced to kill off eight
Western Michigan power play
opportunities, while the leakers
did not get the benefit of a single
man-advantage.

Senior forward Brandon said the team has gone from a
Rcxxt was upset about the home- bunch of individuals to a more
team advantage, but said it also cohesive group.
“We’ve put four solid games
played to one of the strengths of
together. The team is coming
the team.
“We’ve had some uneven together and finally getting what
refereeing for two weekends in a they’re supposed to be doing,” he
row now, so we’ve almost been said. “I’m very pleased with the
getting used to it,” he said. “But effort as well as the execution. I
we’ve got a great^ penalty kill think you could look right down
our lineup and
and we ended
“We've had some
see all the kids
up getting two
uneven refereeing
played well this
shorthanded
weekend.”
goals out of it.
for two weekends
The
We're able to
in a row now ... ”
Lakers will
fight through
immediately
it and that’s
BRANDON ROOD
look
toward
definitely
a
GVSU SENIOR
next weekend,
strength
for
with
three
us.”
Both games of the weekend games in three days: first against
saw the Lakers outhit Western the University of Michigan on
Friday, followed by Saturday
Michigan significantly, which
led to turnovers for the Stallions and Sunday matchups against
Linden wood
in their defensive zone, giving Missouri’s
the leaker offense several high- University. Forbes said the two
quality scoring opportunities. games against Lindenwood will
Senior Andy Dykstra said the be very important in the team’s
team’s physical presence made positioning in the polls.
“They bring a very good
a big difference throughout the
record to us, and we don’t
weekend.
“Throwing the body always know what to expect " he said.
helps,” he said. “If they're “They’re a team that we want to
always worried about getting hit get beyond in the rankings, so
then they’re going to be forced we’re going to have to show up
to make plays quicker and then next weekend. This is our only
not make the right play, and we two games with them, and if
we sweep, we should be able to
saw that all weekend.”
After a rough start to the move up.”
The puck will drop this
season that saw the team drop
two of their first three games, weekend at 9 p.m. on Friday, 10
things have turned around for p.m. on Saturday and 4 p.m. on
the Inkers, who have won six Sunday.
gmoruifum @ lanthorn com
of their last nine. Coach Forbes
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Cast offers 'over the moon' performance in 'Rent'

This rock score musical
is anything but a play - it’s
a masterpiece.
Jonathan Larson’s
“Rent,” performed
closely to his original
score at Grand Valley
State University, leaves
audiences begging for
more. “Rent” depicts a
riveting spectacle of New
York in the ‘80s when
artists and the homeless
lived on the fringes of
society while AIDS or HIV
positive raked deaths within
the communities.
The story follows
roommates Roger Davis
(Mark Jackson) and Mark
Cohen (Rusty Gallas) as
they grieve over the loss
of their girlfriends, one to
suicide and one to a lesbian
lover. Both are heartbroken
but still life continues as
their payment for rent
is due to their former
roommate Benny (Nicholas
Huffman).
The flirtatious Maureen
Johnson (Lynnae Meyers),
who was Mark’s previous
girlfriend, is in a constant
struggle in her new
relationship with power
lesbian and lawyer Joanne
(Alicia Clark).
Other than the constant
fighting, Maureen brings
comedy through her opera
performance of “Over the
Moon” and through her
song “Take Me or Leave

Me.”
Roger, who is HIV
positive, finds himself
falling for the exotic dancer
and drug addict Mimi
(Lisa Catrett-Belrose) and
together the pair create a lot
of relational problems.
Mimi and Roger make
the most intriguing couple
as they weave an intimate
sequence of love, sex and
goodbyes in dance and
song through the powerful
scores “Seasons of Love”
and “Light My Candle.”
Most heartfelt was
the relationship between
Tom (Robert McFletcher)
and drag queen Angel
(Darion Murchison) who
is the show’s most positive
character under the weight
of HIV positive and AIDS.
In the crux of the show,
Angel dies of his battle
with HIV and brings the
cast to tears as Tom’s voice
breaks in “I’ll Cover You”
causing relationships to
break as the death of Angel
reminds them all that life is
short.
Bursting in song and
dance, the struggles of
love and life are presented
within the relationships
making a reality that speaks
truth to its audience.
The cast allowed their
true feelings and characters
to break through, creating
a reality and honesty to this
musical.
The cast is diverse in age
and ethnicity since it has
performers from Heritage
Theatre and GVSU.
Together they created a
sense of community that

was felt throughout the
performance.
The backdrop is a
dynamic series of flashing
images showing scenes
from New York in the ‘80s
that helped keep in mind
this show was based on
historical events.
The stage was set
with several scaffoldings
allowing the cast to use
every space of the stage
while continuing to give an
inner-city feel.
While there were a few
audio complications, the
cast pushed on and acted as
though it were not an issue,
successfully keeping the
audience’s attention.
Through this mix of
comedy and reality, rock
and opera, “Rent” was
an overall success filling
all the seats in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre and
receiving a well-earned
standing ovation at the end.
Consisting of many
difficult dances, songs and
raw emotions, the whole
cast successfully kept in
tune and character, never
once making a mistake or
breaking the atmosphere.
“Rent” will be a
hallmark of GVSU’s
achievement in theater, and
sets a high ledge for what
can be expected of this
university’s productions.
The performance spoke
to the hearts of the viewers
and left everyone with a
powerful message that life
is short, and that there is
only one meaning in life —
love.
dslabbekoom @ lanthorn com

GVSU moves to fifth place
in Weezer competition

Grand Valley State
University has moved
up to fifth place in the
nationwide vote for a
free Weezer concert at a
university in the U.S.
To vote for GVSU,
join
the
Facebook
group “Bring Weezer
to the Great State of
Michigan” and follow the
instructions.
Spotlight Productions
wins two awards

,

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

The cast of "Rent" stick it to the man in their song "La Vie Boheme."

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Rommel Reyes, the
Music Chair of Spotlight
Productions,
GVSU’s
Programming
Board,
won the 2009 Immediate
Impact Award.
The award was given
to him from the Office
of Student Life and
the Laker Leadership
Programs team.
He was chosen as
the student organization
member who made a
significant impact on his
organization early in the
semester.
Spotlight Productions
also
received
the
award for Excellence
in Programming at the
National Association for
Campus Activities MidAmerica Conference in
October.
GVSU won the award
over all other college
programming boards in
the
region,
including
schools
in
Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Kentucky
and
West
Virginia.

Angel (Darion Murchison) sings to the sky as he is dying from AIDS.

'Manley Pope: Un-plugged' to benefit theatre program
By Nicolle Martin
GVL Staff Writer
For those who found “Rent”
to be a tantalizing spectacle to
behold, or just enjoy music in
general, they should not hesitate
to check out the benefit concert
held by “Rent” director and
Broadway star Manley Pope
tonight.
Concert coordinator Kristen
Pearson said she hopes long
time fans as well as those
unfamiliar with Pope’s work
will attend the concert for a
night of entertainment with the
benefit of supporting Grand
Valley State University theater.
“Pope divides his time
between New York, Nashville
and Los Angeles and a myriad
of artistic projects as a singer,
composer
and
director”
Pearson said on the event
flier. “While performing on
Broadway
alongside Joey
Fatone of ‘N Sync and touring
America with Roger Daltrey of

The Who, Manley continues to a chance for students to see a
gamer critical acclaim for his fantastic performer who has
own music, selling out shows toured both nationally and
from New York City to Los internationally. 1 mean, how
often does B mad way come to
Angeles.”
Pope was first contacted Grand ValleyT’
Pope said he looks forward
when the amateur rights for
to the event,
“Rent”
were
with the hope
released
and
“It's just going
of sharing an
the
Heritage
to be an easy,
intimate, laidTheatre Group
no-pressure,
back evening.
ofGrand Rapids
“I’m
teamed up with
laid-back sort of
really looking
G VS U’s theatre
atmosphere.”
forward
to
department.
meeting
the
Having inside
MANLEY POPE
audience,”
connections to
'RENT' DIRECTOR
he said. “It’s
the area. Pope
just going to
was compelled
to take part in Western be an easy, no-pressure, laidMichigan’s first production of back sort of atmosphere. I’ll
be interacting with them, so
Rent.”
“He said he wanted to I’m hoping they’ll be willing to
do something for the theatre come out and have some fun.
program,”
said
Karen It’ll be kind of like a first date .”
The suggested donation for
Libman, a professor in the
communications department. the benefit is $10. Libman said
“So we were thrilled over the any sort of profit will support
idea of a benefit concert. It’s a great cause as all proceeds

go toward the GVSU Theatre
Program, which includes funds
for scholarships, grants or even
providing the means to build a
black box theater.
“It’s just great that I’ll get to
play and contribute something
to the Theatre Program,” Pope
said. “1 like helping the theater
- I’ll hopefully be giving them
some cash and attention.”
Libman
expressed
her
gratitude for such a chance to
benefit the Theatre Program.
“We are just very grateful
towards Mr. Pope,” Libman
said. “It’s sure to be a fine
evening for everyone, and
hopefully students will be
inspired to see him live after
‘Rent,’ or even see him and be
inspired to go see ‘Rent.’ This
gives the community a chance
to hear and enjoy Pope’s work
while he’s here.”
Pope plans to offer guests a
program filled with a number
of genres from rock to acoustic,
and, Pope added, it will be

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Manley Pope will give a benefit concert for GVSU theater Monday.

impossible to get away without
playing at least one “Rent”
song. He also hinted there will
be some “super secret special
guests” to accompany him that
evening.
For more information about
Pope, visit his official Web site
at
http://www.ManleyPope.

com; for additional information
about the benefit, visit the
Theatre Program’s Web site at
gvsu.edu/theatre.
The event will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center, on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus.
nmartin @ hinthorn .com

GV art seniors enjoy last hoorah
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

For their senior gallery show,
three women each created
illustrations out of this world.
“We’re all sort of doing
something fantastical,” said
Rashel Titus, a Grand Valley
State University senior art
student.

Courtesy Photo / Rashel THus
Goddess from a far-off world.

Courtesy Photo / Ruthie Vanderhart
Lobster claw machine.

Courtesy Photo / Margaret Larabel

Characters bom from her dreams.

Another GVSU senior art
student Margaret Larabel added
the show will have a mystical
feel.
“We all kind of agreed
that we were focusing on an
enigmatic aspect of our world
that most people don’t really
think about,” she said.
Titus and Larabel will share
the Padnos Gallery with Ruthie
Vanderhart through Friday as
the three GVSU seniors have
their final hoorah.
Titus focused her pieces on
gods, goddesses and monsters
“from a far-off world,” she said.
“I love all things mythology,”

Tims added
For
inspiration,
she
investigated myths around the
world, especially gods and
goddesses from nature. She
noticed many recurring themes,
such as water and sky spirits and
gods, so she created her own
version of them.
larabel also worked on

illustrations out of the norm . She
focused hers on dream imagery.
.“It’s something I’ve been
interested in since I can
remember,” Larabel said.
Toprepare for her i 11 ustrat ions,
Larabel read through her many
dream journals. She started with
a sketch of two different things
that were together for some
reason, or a scene she had seen
in her dreams.
However, “it usually morphs
into something completely
different by the time it’s done,”
larabel added.
larabel and Titus each
made six illustrations for the
exhibition, but Vanderhart was
able to create 12 pieces, each
one based on a different zany
news article she had read
Her favorite piece is based on
an article she read called “Calf
gets prosthetic leg ” Vanderhart
then created an illustration of a

cow with shiny metallic legs.
“I have a bizarre sense of
humor, so I’ve always been
painting things that are weird,”
she said.
An American town that has
a law against owning more
than three cats also served as
Vanderhart’s inspiration, when
she handcuffed cats together in
another illustration.
She even looks outside of the
country for inspiration.
“You can find so many
things about weird wonders of
technology from Japan; it’s a
treasure trove,” she said.
For example, she created an
illustration of a “lobster claw
machine,” which is similar to
the machines found in arcades
that dispense candy or stuffed
animals. However, this claw
machine is filled with water and
the claw grabs real lobsters.
“I made one of the lobsters

Ruthie Vanderhart

Margaret Larabel

sticking out of the bin where the
toy usually falls in,” she said.
As Vanderhart, along with
I^arabel and Titus, continued
to work on her various pieces
throughout the semester, she
met weekly with professor Ed
Wong-Ligda, the coordinator of
illustration, and classmates to
get critiques and suggestions.
Even though Wong-Ligda
saw each of his students’ pieces
weekly, he let them take control
of where their exhibition would
go“They're pretty much on
their own,” he said, adding it
works better that way because it
is more like the real world into
which they will be thrust soon,
“It actually really focuses the
students ... many times they do
their absolute best work in their
last semester.”
arts® lanthorn com
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES:

Noon Friday (or Monday, Noon Wednesday for Thursday

E mail your classifieds:

j

Congratulations

jnth i con

_______ Housing_______

Opportunities
Announcements
Hurry Ends Soon! Coats for
Kids Drive. Donation boxes in
most buildings on campus.
New and lightly used clean
coats. Questions: contact
Sally alders@gvsu.edu_____
Graduates: Don’t forget to
make a gift to the Student
Legacy Scholarship before
leaving Grand Valley! You
can make your gift at Gradfest or go online at
www.gvsu.edu/studentlegacy.

_______ Services_______
In need of an attorney? David
Knoester is an experiencd at
torney located just 3 miles
from the Allendale campus.
Call 616-331-7300 today.

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

2 bedroom apartment and 3
bedroom house available for
rent. Located within walking
distance of Pew Campus.
Please
call
Tim
at
616-293-4886 for more in
formation.
2 bedroom duplex. Allendale.
Newly
Remodeled.
616-895-4037
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
Grand Valley’s best kept se
cret is University Townhouses. 4 bedroom townhouses starting at only $250
per person and only 2 miles
from campus. Look for our
new apartments coming in
2010!
Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

Meadows Crossing is now
leasing for 2010. Stop in to
day or check us out on the
web at
www.meadowscrossing.net
Meadows Crossing is now
leasing for 2010. Stop in to
day or check us out on the
web at www.meadowscrossing.net
Subleaser Needed 2010 Win
ter semester! Copper Beech
Townhomes. 4 bedrooom, 4
bathroom,
Furnished.
$391.75/month + utilities.
Move in mid December. Call
810-845-8956

(iC*

*
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myspace

o 3 * 4 http://www.lanthorn.com
facebook

Visit us on the-

www.Ianttorn.cQm

Lost & Found
Lost book on 50 Connector
morning of 11/11. Bright or
ange: Rapid Interpretation of
EKG. Reward. Please email
murrasar@mail.gvsu.edu

Miscellaneous
Hungry Howie’s in Allendale
has AMAZING specials just
for GVSU! Look inside the
paper to find them! WE DE
LIVER! Call 616-895-6777 or
order
online
@
hungryhowies.com
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Art/Illustration • Design
Poetry • Short Stories • Photography

ADLIHC: November 16th
L to Lauren Fitch at managingeditor@lanthorn.cam
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Prize , ti

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Heats a bit
6 Movie music
11 Cigar residue
14 Like loud crowds
15 “Family Matters”
nerd Steve
16 “I like_": ’50s
campaign slogan
17 Striding
self-confidently
19 Blender setting
20 Having sufficient
skill
21 No-brainer
college course
22 Lamp-to-plug link
23 God of thunder
25 Short races
27 It’s a virtue, so
they say
31 iTunes download
32 Midterms, e.g.
33 Emitted a
delighted sigh
35 Beaver or boater
38 Tick off
39 Paid to play
40 Hepcat’s jargon
41 Condescending
cluck ■ , liiHiiM
42 Climbing tool for,,
frozen surfaces
43 TV host Philbin
44 About, in a
memo
46 Words while
delivering a
blow
48 Team
supporters,
collectively
51 Hobbling gait
52 Tiny pond plant
53 Aired, as a TV
show
55 Wolf’s shelter
59 Dry gently, as
tears
60 Enjoying an
extravagant
existence
62 Brit, record co.
63 “Maria_":
1940s song
64 Kitchen
tearjerker
65 Pooch
66 ’50s Ford flop
67 Part of a Santa
costume
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By Nancy Salomon
DOWN

1 Muted trumpet
sound
,i.j2, Mideast native
3 Dice throw
4 Provide a
schedule slot
(for)
5 Indian title
6 Crop yielding a
common
sweetener
7 PC monitors
8 Gives the nod to
9 Went off the
wagon, e g.
10 Right-angled pipe
11 Shooting for the
stars
12 Mini, midi or
maxi
13 Whammies
18 Casino sign gas
22 Finish in front
24 “For__a jolly ...”
26 Towel holder
27 Saucy
28 Graph’s x or y
29 Carrying on
conceitedly
30 Bother big-time
34 Six-sided
36 Nike competitor
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37 Try out
39 Game in which
“bullets” can be
whatever card
you decide
40 747, for one
42 Nest egg
component, for
short
43 Sleep lab
acronym
45 Org. with dribblers
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11

47 Crowned
checker
48 Washed-out
49 San Antonio
mission
50 Gutter sites
54 Trig function
56 La Scala solo
57 Operatic prince
58 Tear apart
60 Filmmaker Spike
61 Soft toss

See Answers at Lanthorn.com
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Retro collection boasts sensuous, surreal forms
Meijer Gardens
features work of
Cold War-era artist
Lynn Chadwick
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
A special collection of
sculptures is currently on
display at Frederik Meijer
Gardens and Sculpture Park.
“Lynn
Chadwick:
In
Contact" began its run on Oct.
9 and w ill be showing until Jan.
3,2010.
“Chadwick came of age as
an artist in the post- (World
War II) period and Cold War
periods” said Chief Curator
Joseph Becherer. “In many
ways, his work reflected a
vision for a new modem work.
Abstract or abstracted forms,
bold lines and planes and
sometimes haunting imagery
were a part.”
This
retrospective
collection, the first in the U.S.
since Chadwick’s death in
2003, includes 43 sculptures
and five lithographs from the

collection of the Philip and
Muriel Berman Museum of
Art at Ursinus College in
Pennsylvania.
“We are known for a strong
collection of British sculpture
in our sculpture park, and we
were approached to do an
exhibit on that basis,” said
Amy Sawade, public relations
specialist for Frederik Meijer
Gardens. “(The people at)
Ursinus College have been
great partners to work with.”
Along with the exhibit,
special projects including guest
lectures are also being held. One
of those is titled “Shape and
Form: Fun with Abstraction.”
"This
is
an
all-ages
program where you can create
abstract sculpture, inspired
by Chadwick’s work,” said
Laurene Grunwald, assistant
curator. “Experiment making
shapes from wood, clay or
plaster, much like Chadwick
did.”
The role of British sculpture
is one felt throughout the
collection at Frederik Meijer
Gardens.
“British sculpture factors

prominently in our permanent
collection which, in addition
to bronzes by Mtxire and
Chadwick, features magnificent
examples by Hepworth, Nash,
Frink, Gormley, Woodrow,
Flanagan and Goldsworthy
among others making both
the Chadwick and Moore
exhibition even more rewarding
to our guests,” Becherer said.
This exhibit features both
sculptures and lithographs and
spans the artist’s career.
“Chronologically,
the
exhibition begins with the
highly geometric and strongly
linear figures and beasts of the
1950s and traces Chadwick’s
career through the majestic and
sensuous male and female forms
of the 1980s,” Becherer said.
“Some of the most important
conceptual frameworks of
20th century art — surrealism,
abstract expressionism and
existentialism — are clearly
understood in the display of
more than 40 sculptures.”
The series of sculptures
is concurrently on display
with “Henry Moore: Master
Printmaker,” an exhibit that

displays 24 master prints given
to Frederik Meijer Gardens
and Sculpture Park by Lillian
Heindenberg.
“Both
Chadwick
and
Moore were draftsmen early
in their careers,” Sawade said.
"Chadwick worked as an
architectural draftsman, while
Mtxrre explored his sculptural
themes through etchings and
lithographs.”
Also on display during this
exhibit is a 50 minute film,
on continuous loop, that goes
through the life of Chadwick.
It follows the artist at work in
his studio, and the footage also
shows many examples of his
acclaimed work.
“I just hope people come out
and enjoy a nice day looking
at some truly beautiful art,”
Becherer said.
“Lynn
Chadwick:
In
Contact” runs until Jan. 3
at Frederik Meijer Gardens.
“Shape and Form: Fun with
Abstraction” will be held from
I pan. to 3 p.m. Saturday. For
more information, visit http://
w w w.me ijergardens .org/.
jbrtinsting @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Forty-three sculptures by artists Lynn Chadwick are not on display
at Frederick Meijer Gardens. The exhibit runs through Jan. 3.

GR plays host to Whistler's 'stark realism'
By Coty Levandoski
GVL Staff Writer
Sometimes art does not have a
purpose or an underlying motive
to accompany it. It can exist solely
for aesthetic pleasure or serve as an
inspiration for artists with no desire
for monetary gains.
James Abbott McNeill Whistler
was one of the leading proponents
who insisted on art for art’s sake.
In his lifetime, Whistler started as
a young boy prone to fits of temper

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Works by James Abbott McNeill Whistler
are on display at the GRAM until Jan. 10.

tantrums and bouts of laziness.
His parents soon noticed his time
spent drawing soothed him and
allowed him to focus his energies.
In and out of various art schools
during his adolescence, Whistler was
eventually accepted to the prestigious
West Point Academy, where his father
once taught a course in drawing.
Soon bored with repetition and
drill work, he left for Paris in 1855 to
further his education in the arts.
It is said in an era of tourism
abroad, Whistler traveled only with
sketchbooks. Placing an emphasis on
the modern world erupting around
him, he etched cities and utilized
lithography to bring out a style
distinctively his own.
“The light and color is often gray
and muted, the landscapes are stripped
bare, the interiors sparsely furnished,”
said professor Brett Colley, who
specializes in printmaking at Grand
Valley State University. “He is not
a decorative artist, but one who
traffics in stark realism ... His work
is austere and quiet. It might even be
characterized as somber or bleak.”
The Grand Rapids Art Museum
currently
hosts an
exhibit
in
recognition of the printmaker’s work,
“James McNeill Whistler and the
Romance of Great Cities,” which will
be shown through Jan. 10.
“The museum actually has 24
prints by Whistler in its permanent
collection,” said Kerri VanderHoff,

GRAM public relations. “But the
collection of Whistler prints featured
in the exhibition are from the
collection of Mrs. Joan Winchell, and
this is the first time her collection has
ever been exhibited. The collection is
outstanding for the consistently high
quality of each print.”
The exhibit focuses mainly on
Whistler’s time spent in London. The
majority of the etchings inspired by
the fishermen and merchants seen
along the Thames River in 1859.
The exhibit also highlights a
significant shift in Whistler’s style
that occurred during his time spent in
Venice between 1879 and 1880.
His work, known for its tonal
effects and use of broken lines,
became notably more suggestive,
which he is reported to have said
helped him better capture a view of
Venice “never previously perceived.”
Whistler’s focus shifted back to
Paris in the 1890s, utilizing a process
of transfer lithography to create a
nearly instantaneous and intimate
rendering of the city’s buildings,
storefronts and the Luxembourg
Gardens.
“For the most part his etchings
and lithographs are very subtle,” said
Cindy Buckner, GRAM associate
curator.
“The
common
theme
throughout his work is that he looks
for the beautiful or the striking in
everyday settings and people.”
clevandoski @ lanthorn .com
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Examples of American Impressionism are on display at the GRAM

GRAM exhibit
explores American
impressionism
By Elijah Brumback
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Rapids Art
Museum continues to bring
art and culture to the city’s
atmosphere with its most
recent
visiting
exhibit
“American
Impressionism:
Paintings from the Phillips
Collection.”
Duncan
Phillips
was
one of the first collectors of
American Impressionist work
during the early 1900s. Many
of his paintings he purchased
directly from the artists, often
becoming friends with the
artists he admired.
“American Impressionism
took aspects of French
Impressionism and applied
them
to the
American
landscape and American life,"
said Cindy Buckner, GRAM
associate curator. “The bright
colors and broken brush
strokes
were
considered
modern as opposed to the
Hudson River School of the
mid-19th century, which
depicted heroic landscapes
using tight brushwork and
dark colors.”
American Impressionism
tends to focus on scenes of
countryside landscapes and
modern leisure activities in
parks, at the beach and in the
city.
Buckner added American
Impressionism is important
because it was the first art
movement in which American
artists sought to compete
with contemporary European
artists. After studying in Paris
and Munich after the Civil
War, American artists felt
confident with their new level
of professionalism.
“Oneof the majorattributes
of the genre is the use of
highly visible brush strokes,
sometimes discernible from
10 feet away," Buckner said.
“The Impressionist concern
with light and color resulted
in an emphasis on the surface
of the painting, which would
become one of the important
attributes of modernist art of
the 20th century.”
The exhibit features works
by Childe Hassam, Theodore
Robinson, John Twachtman,
J. Alden Weir, William

Glackens
and
Maurice
Prendergast.
Buckner said she believes
the exhibit represents the
diversity
of
American
Impressionism.
“One of the earliest
Americans to adopt the
impressionist
style
was
Theodore Robinson, who
worked alongside Claude
Monet in Giverny, France in
the 1880s,” she said. “There
were those working in a
light pastel palette, such as
Augustus Vincent Tack and
those who chose a bright,
cloisonne style such as
Maurice Prendergast.”
The Collection has a home
in Washington, D.C., and
the current national tour is
supported by a grant from
the National Endowment
for the Arts. It is part of the
Endowment’s
“American
Masterpieces:ThreeCenturies
of Artistic Genius” program.
Grand
Valley
State
University students Mitch
Poling and Patrick Stegeman
recently took in the exhibit,
both enjoying the type of art
presented.
“I
tend
to
favor
impressionist work more than
classical styles,” Poling said.
“They have this alternative
quality that makes them
seem more creative and less
structured.”
Stegeman shared Poling’s
sentiment, adding, “The fact
that impression uses a more
unrefined brush stokes makes
the paintings seem more
human and more in touch
with the reality they depict.”
Kerri VanderHoff, GRAM
marketing and public relations
director, said she believes the
exhibit really focuses on art
and culture of city life, which
is perfect Grand Rapids.
“These exhibits have been
creating conversation about
art and culture in city life and
elsewhere for quite a long
time,” VanderHoff said. “The
exhibit is a great reflection of
Grand Rapids art and culture
with respect to recent events
like ArtPrize.”
For more information on
this exhibit, visit http://www.
artmuseumgr.org.
ebrumback® lanthorn .com

